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ABSTRACTTHE MAPPING CLASS GROUP AND SPECIAL LOCI IN MODULI OFCURVES
Cui YinDavid Harbater, AdvisorThe general problem this thesis is onerned with is that of studying the sub-varieties of the moduli spae Mg;[n℄ orresponding to urves with extra automor-phisms. A typial urve with marked points has no automorphisms; but some do,depending upon the hoie of urves and position of marked points. This gives usertain subvarieties in the moduli spae. For Riemann surfaes, these subvarietiesare haraterized by speifying a �nite group of mapping-lasses whose ation ona urve is �xed topologially. This thesis builds upon previous work by Gonz�alez-D��ez, Harvey and Shneps. Gonz�alez-D��ez and Harvey [GH92℄ onsidered theseirreduible subvarieties for genus g � 2 urves without marked points over the om-plex numbers, where they have studied the oarse moduli spae for surfaes with aspei�ed automorphism group. Cornalba [Cor87℄ gives a omplete lassi�ation ofthe irreduible subvarieties orresponding to the urves whose automorphism groupontains a �xed yli subgroup of prime order, in the ase g � 1; n = 0 over theomplex numbers. Later Shneps [Sh02a℄ onsidered the situation of genus 0 withn marked points, and genus 1 with n = 1 or 2 marked points, orresponding to theiv



urves having a yli group in its automorphism group, over the omplex numbers.In this thesis, we onsider more general ases in higher genus and in harateristip, with n marked points, orresponding to the marked urves whose automorphismgroup ontains a �xed yli subgroup ating in a �xed way.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 BakgroundThe purpose of this thesis is to study speial loi in the moduli spae Mg;n [resp.Mg;[n℄℄ parametrizing the smooth projetive urves of genus g with n ordered [resp.unordered℄ marked points. Over the omplex numbers, this spae is losely relatedto the pure [resp. full℄ mapping lass group �g;n [resp. �g;[n℄℄, whih is its orbifoldfundamental group. One an apply this relationship to study Galois theory, espe-ially via the Grothendiek-Teihm�uller groupdGT ([Sh02b℄).The general problem this thesis is onerned with is that of studying the subvari-eties of the moduli spaeMg;[n℄ orresponding to urves with extra automorphisms,where a typial urve with marked points has no automorphisms; but some do,depending upon the hoie of urves and position of marked points. This gives us1



ertain subvarieties in the moduli spae. For Riemann surfaes, these subvarietiesare haraterized by speifying a �nite group of mapping-lasses whose ation ona urve is �xed topologially. After onsidering this lassial ase, we will extendthese ideas to urves over more general �elds, inluding the harateristi p ase.We begin by realling the situation in the lassial ase, before outlining whatwill be done later in this thesis. Let S be an orientable topologial surfae of genusg equipped with n distint ordered marked points s1; : : : ; sn (we say that S is oftype (g; n)). A parametrized (ordered) marked Riemann surfae of genus g is aRiemann surfae X of genus g with n distint ordered marked points x1; : : : ; xntogether with a parametrization, i.e., a di�eomorphism � : S ! X suh that�(si) = xi for eah i. Two parametrized marked Riemann surfaes X (with markedpoints x1; : : : ; xn and parameterization �) and X 0 (with marked points x01; : : : ; x0nand parameterization �0) are said to be isomorphi if there exists an isomorphism� : X ! X 0 of Riemann surfaes with �(xi) = x0i for eah i and a di�eomorphismh : S ! S with h(si) = si, for eah i, whih is isotopi to the identity, via a familyof di�eomorphisms ht : S ! S with ht(si) = si, for t 2 [0; 1℄ and eah i, suh thatthe following diagram ommutes: S ����! Xh??y ??y�S �0���! X 0The Teihm�uller spae Tg;n is the set of isomorphism lasses of parameterized markedRiemann surfaes of type (g; n). In fat, it is well known that the Teihm�uller spae2



forms a simply onneted omplex analyti spae of dimension 3g � 3 + n (exeptin a few small ases).The mapping lass group �g;[n℄ ats on the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n. The unorderedmoduli spae Mg;[n℄ is realized as the quotient of the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n by theation of the mapping lass group �g;[n℄. Similarly, the ordered moduli spaeMg;n isthe quotient of Tg;n by the pure subgroup �g;n of �g;[n℄. The permutation group Snats naturally on Mg;n by permuting the marked points on the Riemann surfaes.For any subgroup G 2 Sn, we write Mg;n(G) =Mg;n=G.Let ' be an element of �nite order in the full or pure mapping lass group (thegroup of homotopy lasses of di�eomorphisms of a surfae), then we onsider theset of points in Teihm�uller spae �xed by '. The image of this set in the quotientmoduli spae Mg;n(G) is alled the speial lous of ' and denotedMg;n(G;'). Thespeial lous of ' is losely related to the moduli spae M(T ) of the topologialquotient T = S='. More expliitly, let ['℄ denote the assoiated permutation of themarked points and let G � Sn be the subgroup generated by the disjoint yles of['℄. Then there is a natural overing map of �nite degree [Sh02a℄�' :fMg;n(G;')!M(T ) (1.1.1)The morphism (1.1.1) orresponds to a group homomorphismNorm�g;n(G)(')! �(T ) (1.1.2)where �g;n(G) is the preimage of G under the anonial surjetion �g;[n℄ ! Sn.3



These two groups are the orbifold fundamental groups of fMg;n(G;') and M(T )respetively.If the homomorphism (1.1.2) is surjetive, we say that ' satis�es the surjetivityondition, whih orresponds to the ondition that the morphism (1.1.1) is a degree1 overing. If the homomorphism (1.1.2) is split, we say that ' satis�es the splittingondition. This additional ondition says that the natural orbifold strutures onfMg;n(G;') and M(T ) are the same exept for the automorphism ' at eah point.When g = 0, every �nite order element � of �g;[n℄ satis�es both the surjetivity andsplitting onditions [Sh02a℄.This thesis builds upon previous work by Gonz�alez-D��ez, Harvey and Shneps.Gonz�alez-D��ez and Harvey [GH92℄ onsidered these irreduible subvarieties for genusg � 2 urves without marked points over the omplex numbers, where they havestudied the oarse moduli spae for surfaes with a spei�ed automorphism group.Cornalba [Cor87℄ gives a omplete lassi�ation of the irreduible subvarieties orre-sponding to the urves whose automorphism group ontains a �xed yli subgroupof prime order, in the ase g � 1; n = 0 over the omplex numbers. Later Shneps[Sh02a℄ onsidered the situation of genus 0 with n marked points, and genus 1with n = 1 or 2 marked points, orresponding to the urves having a yli groupin its automorphism group, over the omplex numbers. In this thesis, we onsidermore general ases in higher genus and in harateristi p, with n marked points,orresponding to the marked urves whose automorphism group ontains a �xed4



yli subgroup.
1.2 Outline of the thesisThis thesis ontinues the study of speial loi of urves disussed above, and alsoarries over this study of more general �elds, inluding those of harateristi p. ThediÆulty in generalizing the de�nition of \speial loi" to harateristi p is thatwe need to give an equivalent purely algebrai de�nition of speial loi. Shneps'original de�nition (De�nition 2.1.9) of speial loi involves the mapping lass group,whih is the group of homotopy lasses of orientation preserving di�eomorphisms�xing [resp. permuting℄ in marked points of S ([Sh02a℄); so doesn't make sense inharateristi p. Chapter 2 fouses on this problem.Setion 2.1 provides an equivalent de�nition of (di�erential) speial loi overthe omplex numbers C without mentioning Teihm�uller spae and mapping lassgroup. This de�nition is easier to use to prove the equivalene between the de�nitionof speial loi (in the original sense) and the de�nition of algebrai speial loi.Setion 2.2 gives two de�nitions of algebrai speial loi, whih are equivalent withthe de�nition of speial loi over the omplex numbers C . One is the \familyde�nition" (De�nition 2.2.2) whih is proved equivalent to the original de�nition byusing Hurwitz families [CH85℄. Another is the \permutation de�nition" (Corollary2.2.7) in the ase that n is big enough, where n is the number of the marked pointsof urves. The permutation de�nition is easier to work with if we have enough5



marked points.Chapter 3 desribes the speial loi in genus zero in all harateristis expliitly,and desribes the possible permutations in Sn suh that the speial loi is not emptyin genus 1.If S is a sphere with n marked points, then a �nite-order element of the map-ping lass group �g;[n℄ is the lass of a di�eomorphism whih is simply a rotationaround an axis (Setion 3.1.1). In setion 3.1.1, we reall some known results ofShneps ([Sh02a℄) whih desribe the speial loi in genus zero over the omplexnumbers expliitly. Setions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 give some expliit examples of speialloi in harateristi 5 and 3 by onsidering the points having non-trivial speialautomorphism group in the ordered moduli spae to determine the speial loi inthe unordered moduli spae. Over the omplex numbers C , a �nite-order elementof the mapping lass group �g;[n℄ is the lass of a di�eomorphism whih is simply arotation around an axis, while in harateristi p, every �nite-order automorphismof P1K with marked points is the onjugay lass of a rotation around an axis (i.e., bymultiplying roots of unity) or the onjugay lass of a translation (i.e., by adding anelement in K) (Proposition 3.1.8). Then we give a omplete desription of speialloi of genus 0 in harateristi p in Setion 3.1.4.There is also a generalization of the results in genus 0 to higher genus. In parti-ular, Proposition 3.2.1 desribes the possible permutations ['℄ suh that the speiallous M1;[n℄(') is not empty, where the proof is given by using the lassi�ation of6



automorphisms of ellipti urves and Riemann-Hurwitz formula.Chapter 4 onsiders the surjetivity and splitting onditions in all harateris-tis in genus 0 by �rst generalizing the de�nitions of the surjetivity and splittingonditions to harateristi p.The permutation group Sn ats naturally on Mg;n by permuting the markedpoints on the Riemann surfaes. For any subgroup G 2 Sn, we write Mg;n(G) =Mg;n=G. Over C , let ' be an element of �nite order in the full mapping lass groupand let T = S='. We onsider the set of points in Teihm�uller spae �xed by '.The image of this set in the quotient moduli spae Mg;n(G) is the speial lousof ' in Mg;n(G) and denoted Mg;n(G;'). Shneps gave splitting and surjetivityonditions suh that eah omponent of fMg;n(G;') is as lose toM(T ) as possible([Sh02a℄).To generalize the splitting and surjetivity onditions to harateristi p, weneed to give an equivalent de�nition whih an be applied in harateristi p. Theoriginal de�nition of splitting and surjetivity onditions involves the fundamentalgroup of moduli spaes of urves, while the fundamental group of moduli spaesof urves in harateristi p is very ompliated. Setion 4.1 gives the geometrimeaning of the surjetivity ondition, whih avoids the fundamental group of modulispaes of urves ( Proposition 4.1.5). It also gives an equivalent desription of thesplitting ondition by �nite group theory using Proposition 4.1.9.Setion 4.2 shows that the surjetivity and splitting onditions hold in general for7



genus 0 (Theorem 4.2.5 and Theorem 4.2.6); this generalizes the result of Shnepsfrom harateristi 0 to arbitrary harateristi.
1.3 Preliminaries of moduli of urvesFirst I would like to give a rough idea and basi examples about moduli spaes ofurves.We letMg denote the set of isomorphism lasses of smooth, omplete, onnetedurves of genus g. The set Mg an be given the struture of an algebrai variety.Intuitively, we would like to speify the algebrai struture on Mg by requiringit to be a universal parameter variety for families of urves of genus g. In otherwords, we would like to require that there is a at family X ! Mg of urves ofgenus g suh that for any other at family X ! T of urves of genus g, there is aunique morphism T !Mg suh that X is the pull-bak of X. In this ase we allX!Mg a universal family and say that Mg is a �ne moduli spae.Unfortunately, this an not be done in general (exept for g = 0, when Mg isa point). Nevertheless, for g � 1, there is at least a variety Mg whih has thefollowing properties:(1) the set of losed points ofMg is in one-to-one orrespondene with the set ofisomorphism lasses of urves of genus g;(2) if f : X ! T is any at family of urves of genus g, then there is a morphism8



h : T !Mg suh that for eah losed point t 2 T , Xt is in the isomorphismlass of urves determined by the point h(t) 2Mg.This is lassial for g = 1 (where Mg is the j-line), and was shown by Mumford[Mum65, Th5.11℄ for g � 2. We say that Mg, satisfying (1) and (2), is a oarsemoduli spae for urves of genus g. Moreover, Deligne and Mumford [DM69℄ haveshown that Mg for g � 2 is an irreduible quasi-projetive variety of dimension3g � 3 over any �xed algebraially losed �eld. William Fulton [Ful69℄ also provedthe irreduibility of the moduli of urves of genus g over any �eld with harateristip > g + 1.The allied spae Mg;n is very important for our study. This parametrizes theisomorphism lasses of objets (C; x1; : : : ; xn), where C is a urve of genus g, andx1; : : : ; xn are distint ordered points of C. Thus, Mg =Mg;0.Let us begin to look at the simplest ases:(I) M0;n �= [P1 � (0; 1;1)℄n�3 � fxi = xj for some i 6= jgIn fat, if we have n distint points x1; : : : ; xn 2 P1, a unique automorphismof P1 takes x1 to 0, x2 to 1, and x3 to 1. The remaining n � 3 points arearbitrary exept for being distint and not equal to 0; 1 or 1.(II) M1;0 =M1;1 �= A 1j (the aÆne line with oordinate j)Beause urves of genus 1 with one �xed point P0 are groups, their automor-phisms at transitively; hene M1;0 = M1;1, as varieties. To determine the9



spae, reall that eah suh urve is isomorphi to a plane ubi C�, de�nedby y2 = x(x�1)(x��) where � 6= 0; 1. Equivalently, C� is the double over ofP1 rami�ed at 0; 1;1; �. One proves easily (or the reader an refer to [Har97,pages 317{320℄ that C�1 �= C�2 if and only if there is an automorphism of P1arrying 0; 1;1; �1 (unordered set) to 0; 1;1; �2. This happens if and only if
�2 = �1; 1� �1; 1�1 ; �1 � 1�1 ; �1�1 � 1 or 11� �1 :[E.g., note the map

(x; y) 7�! (1� x; y)arries C� to C1��; and the map
(x; y) 7�! (1=x; y=x2)arries C� to C1=�.℄One must ook up an expression in � invariant under these substitutions andno more. It is ustomary to use:j = j(�) = 256(�2 � �+ 1)3�2(�� 1)2(It is readily heked that this j is invariant under these 6 substitutions and sine6 = max(degree of numerator and denominator), no other �'s give the same j. TheoeÆient 256 is thrown in to make things work in harateristi 2.)10



We then get a bijetion between the isomorphism lasses of genus 1 urves Cand the aÆne line A 1 by taking C to j(�) if C �= C�. Properties (1) and (2) abovean then be heked.Now we give the moduli problem a preise statement.First of all, we speify a lass of objets together with a notion of a familyof these objets over a sheme B. Roughly speaking, suh a family onsists of aolletion of objets Xb, for eah b. Seond, we hoose a equivalene relation �on the set S(B) of all suh families over eah B. We build a funtor F from theategory of shemes to that of sets by the ruleF (B) = S(B)= �and all F the moduli funtor of our moduli problem. LetM be a sheme suh thatthere are natural maps 	M(B) : F (B)! Hom(B;M)given by 	M(B)(X)(b) = [Xb℄, where b 2 B and [Xb℄ denotes the equivalene lassof the objet Xb and Hom(B;M) denotes the set of morphisms from B toM. Morepreisely, these maps 	M(B) determine a natural transformation	M : F ! Hom(�;M):De�nition 1.3.1. [HM98℄ If F is representable byM (i.e., F � Hom(�;M)), thenwe say that the sheme M is a �ne moduli spae for the moduli problem F .11



De�nition 1.3.2. [HM98℄ A shemeM and a natural transformation 	M from thefuntor F to the funtor HomM = Hom(�;M) are a oarse moduli spae for thefuntor F if1) The map 	M(pt) : F (pt) ! Hom(pt;M) is bijetive, where pt denotes anygeneri point.2) Given another sheme M0 and a natural transformation 	M0 from F !HomM0 , there is a unique morphism � : M ! M0 suh that the assoiatednatural transformation � : HomM ! HomM0 satis�es 	M0 = � Æ	M.Remark 1.3.3. (1) It is easy to hek that if M is a �ne moduli spae, then it isa oarse moduli spae, but not vie versa.(2) It an be heked that De�nition 1.3.2 oinides with the de�nition we gaveat the beginning of this setion for the oarse moduli spae of urves of genusg.The reason that Mg is just a oarse moduli spae, and not a �ne moduli spae,is that some (speial) urves of a given genus have more automorphisms than thegeneral urve of that genus. Of ourse this does not for g = 0, where the modulispae is just a point. But in genus 1 there are two urves with extra automorphisms,beyond translation and inversion. Deleting those, one obtains a �ne moduli spae.In genus � 2, most urves have no automorphisms other than the identity, butsome (e.g. hyperellipti urves) have (�nitely many) non-identity automorphisms.12



A similar situation ours for Mg;n, the moduli spae of urves of genus g with nordered marked points, and for the orresponding moduli spaeMg;[n℄ of urves withunordered marked points. (In the marked situation, this phenomenon an even hap-pen in genus 0.) These speial loi of (marked) urves with extra automorphisms,whih prevent the moduli spaes from being �ne, are the subjet of this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Notions of Speial Loi
The fous of this hapter is to onsider several notions of \speial lous". Webegin with the lassial ase of urves over the omplex numbers, where Shneps'soriginal de�nition (De�nition 2.1.9) of speial loi involves the mapping lass groupwhih is the group of homotopy lasses of orientation preserving di�eomorphisms�xing [resp. permuting℄ in marked points of S ([Sh02a℄), so doesn't make sense inharateristi p. Then we generalize this to harateristi pSetion 2.1 provides an equivalent de�nition of di�erential speial loi overthe omplex numbers C without mentioning Teihm�uller spae and mapping lassgroup. This de�nition is easier to be used to prove the equivalene between the def-inition of speial loi (in the original sense) and the de�nition of algebrai speialloi. Setion 2.2 gives two de�nitions of algebrai speial loi, whih are equivalentwith the de�nition of speial loi over the omplex numbers C . One is the family14



de�nition (De�nition 2.2.2) whih is proved equivalent to the original de�nition byusing Hurwitz families [CH85℄. Another is the permutation de�nition (Corollary2.2.7) provided that n is big enough, say n > n0(g), where n is the number ofmarked points on the urves. Let K be an algebraially losed �eld. For eah g,there exists a number n0(g) suh that every nontrivial automorphism of genus gurve over K has at most n0(g) �xed points (Proposition 2.2.4). The permutationde�nition is easier to work with if we have enough marked points.
2.1 Di�erential speial loiIn this thesis, we adopt some de�nitions from [Sh02a℄. But sometimes we useslightly di�erent \terminology". We say di�erential speial lous for the originalterm speial lous.We �x S one and for all to be an orientable topologial surfae of genus gequipped with n distint ordered marked points s1; : : : ; sn. We say that S is of type(g; n).Throughout this setion, we only work over the omplex numbers C . In orderto give the de�nition of speial lous, we need to give the following de�nitions.De�nition 2.1.1. An ordered [resp. unordered℄ marked Riemann surfae is a Rie-mann surfaeX of genus g together with n ordered [resp. unordered℄ distint markedpoints x1; : : : ; xn. 15



De�nition 2.1.2. (f. [Sh02a, x2.1℄) A parameterized (ordered) marked Riemannsurfae of genus g onsists of the following data:(1) a n ordered marked Riemann surfae (X; x1; : : : ; xn) of genus g;(2) a parameterization, i.e., a di�eomorphism � : S ! X suh that �(si) = xi for1 � i � n.We say X is of type (g; n)De�nition 2.1.3. ([Sh02a, x2.1℄) Two parameterized marked Riemann surfaesX (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn and parameterization �) and X 0 (with markedpoints x01; : : : ; x0n and parameterization �0) are said to be isomorphi if there existsan isomorphism � : X ! X 0 of Riemann surfaes with �(xi) = x0i for 1 � i � nand a di�eomorphism h : S ! S with h(si) = si, for 1 � i � n, whih is isotopi tothe identity, suh that the following diagram ommutes:S ����! Xh??y ??y�S �0���! X 0Remark 2.1.4. In above de�nition, when we say a di�eomorphism h : S ! S isisotopi to the identity, we mean that it is isotopi to the identity via a family ofdi�eomorphisms ht : S ! S with ht(si) = si, for t 2 [0; 1℄ and eah i.Remark 2.1.5. The Teihm�uller spae Tg;n is the set of isomorphism lasses of pa-rameterized marked Riemann surfaes of type (g; n). In fat, it is well known thatthe Teihm�uller spae forms a simply onneted omplex analyti spae of dimension3g � 3 + n (f. [Nag88, Theorem 3.2.3℄).16



De�nition 2.1.6. ([Sh02a, x2.1℄)(a) We de�ne the full mapping lass group �g;[n℄ by setting�g;[n℄ = Di�+([S℄)=Di�0(S);where Di�+([S℄ denotes the group of orientation-preserving di�eomorphismsof S whih �xes fs1; : : : ; sng as a set, and Di�0(S) is the subgroup of thosewhih are isotopi to the identity.(b) We de�ne the pure mapping lass group (or pure subgroup of the full mappinglass group) �g;n, by setting�g;n = Di�+(S)=Di�0(S);where Di�+(S) is the subgroup of Di�+([S℄) onsisting of di�eomorphismswhih �x eah marked point si.Remark 2.1.7. For the de�nition of mapping lass group, Shneps ([Sh02a℄), Hainand Looijenga ([HL97℄) use di�eomorphisms of a ompat orientable surfae ofgenus g, while Gonz�alez-D��ez, Harvey and Malahlan ([GH92℄, [MH75℄) use home-omorphisms of a ompat orientable surfae of genus g. But these de�nitions of themapping lass group are equivalent beause every homeomorphism of a ompatorientable surfae S of genus g an be approximated by a di�eomorphism of S upto homotopy (f. ([Hir76, Chapter 5, Lemma 1.5℄). So we an use all the resultsabout mapping lass group from all of above papers.17



Remark 2.1.8. The mapping lass group �g;[n℄ ats on the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n.The ation is the following: if  2 �g;[n℄, let  0 denote a lifting of  to a di�eo-morphism of S; then  0 maps the marked Riemann surfae (�; X) to (� Æ  0; X)([Sh02a, x2.1℄). The unordered moduli spae Mg;[n℄, parameterizing smooth urvesof genus g together with a unordered set of n-distint marked points, is realized asthe quotient of the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n by the ation of the mapping lass group�g;[n℄. Similarly, the ordered moduli spae Mg;n, parameterizing smooth urves ofgenus g together with an ordered set of n-distint marked points, is the quotient ofTg;n by the pure subgroup �g;n of �g;[n℄.De�nition 2.1.9. (f. [Sh02a, x2.1℄) If ' is an element of �nite order in the full orpure mapping lass group, then we onsider the set of points in Teihm�uller spae�xed by '. The image of this set in the quotient moduli spaeMg;n orMg;[n℄ is alledthe di�erential speial lous of '. We denote it by M'(S) or M'[S℄ respetively.Now we give a notation by the following de�nition without mentioning Te-ihm�uller spae and mapping lass group.De�nition 2.1.10. (Di�erential equivalene) LetX (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn)and X 0 (with marked points x01; : : : ; x0n) be two ordered marked Riemann surfaeswith genus g in the ordered moduli spae Mg;n. Let � be a �nite order automor-phism of X and let �0 be a �nite order automorphism of X 0, whih �x eah markedpoint. Then � and �0 are said to be di�erentially equivalent if there exists a dif-feomorphism 	 : X ! X 0 with 	(xi) = x0i for 1 � i � n suh that the following18



diagram ommutes: X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0:Similarly, Let X (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn) and X 0 (with marked pointsx01; : : : ; x0n) be two unordered marked Riemann surfaes with genus g in the un-ordered moduli spae Mg;[n℄. Let � be a �nite order automorphism of X and let �0be a �nite order automorphism of X 0, whih �x the marked points as a set. Then� and �0 are said to be di�erentially equivalent if there exists a di�eomorphism	 : X ! X 0 whih maps the set of marked points of X to the set of marked pointsof X 0 suh that the following diagram ommutes:X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0Proposition 2.1.11. Let X (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn) be an unordered [resp.ordered℄ marked Riemann surfae in Mg;[n℄ [resp. Mg;n℄ and � be a �nite orderautomorphism of X. Pik a parameterization � of X, then (X;�) is a point inTeihm�uller spae. Let  : S ! S be the di�eomorphism indued by �. Let ' bethe equivalent lass of  in the full [resp. pure℄ mapping lass group.(a) Then (X;�) is �xed by '.(b) Let X 0 (with marked points x01; : : : ; x0n) be an unordered [resp. ordered℄ markedRiemann surfae in Mg;[n℄(Mg;n). Then there exists a parameterized markedRiemann surfae (X 0;�0) (where �0 is a parameterization) in Teihm�uller19



spae whih is also �xed by ' if and only if there exists an automorphism �0of X 0 whih is di�erentially equivalent to �.Proof. We only give a proof for unordered moduli spae. For ordered moduli spae,the proof is basially the same.(a) By assumption of the proposition, we have the following ommutative dia-gram: S ����! X ??y ??y�S ����! Xwhih is equivalent to the following ommutative diagram:S ����! Xid??y ??y�S � ���! Xwhere id : S ! S is the identity. So (X;�) is �xed by ' in Teihm�uller spae.(b) Now suppose that there exists a parameterized marked Riemann surfae (X 0;�0)whih is also �xed by '. Then there exists an automorphism �0 : X 0 ! X 0and a di�eomorphism h : S ! S with h(si) = si for 1 � i � n whih isisotopi to the identity suh that the following diagram ommutes:S �0���! X 0h??y ??y�0S �0 h�1����! X 0sine  h�1 is a lifting of '. The above ommutative diagram is equivalent to
20



the following ommutative diagram:S �0���! X 0 ??y ??y�0S �0���! X 0Let 	 = �0��1; then we get the following ommutative diagram:X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0So � and �0 are di�erentially equivalent.Conversely, suppose there exists an automorphism �0 ofX 0 whih is di�erentiallyequivalent to �. Then there exists a di�eomorphism 	 : X ! X 0 whih maps theset of marked points to the set of marked points suh that the following diagramommutes: X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0Then we have the following ommutative diagram:S ����! X 	���! X 0 ??y �??y ??y�0S ����! X 	���! X 0Let �0 = �	; then the following diagram ommutes:S �0���! X 0 ??y ??y�0S �0���! X 0This is equivalent to the following ommutative diagram:S �0���! X 0id??y ??y�0S �0 ���! X 021



where id : S ! S is the identity. So (X 0;�0) is �xed by '.Corollary 2.1.12. Let X (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn) be an unordered [resp.ordered℄ marked Riemann surfae inMg;[n℄ [resp.Mg;n℄ and � be a �nite order auto-morphism of X. The di�erential speial lous of � is the set of points on the modulispae Mg;n [resp. Mg;[n℄℄ whih have an automorphism di�erentially equivalent to�.Proof. By De�nition 2.1.9, onsider the set of points in Teihm�uller spae �xed by�, then the di�erential speial lous of � is the image of this set in the quotientmoduli spae. By Proposition 2.1.11, let X 0 (with marked points x01; : : : ; x0n) be anyunordered [resp. ordered℄ marked Riemann surfae inMg;[n℄(Mg;n), then there existsa parameterized marked Riemann surfae (X 0;�0) (where �0 is a parameterization)in Teihm�uller spae whih is also �xed by � if and only if there exists an auto-morphism �0 of X 0 whih is di�erentially equivalent to �. Therefore the di�erentialspeial lous of � is the set of points on the moduli spae Mg;n [resp. Mg;[n℄℄ whihhave an automorphism di�erentially equivalent to �.
2.2 Algebrai speial loiLet K be an algebraially losed �eld. Unlike the previous setion, where we onlyworked over the omplex numbers C , now we generalize the de�nition of \speialloi" to any algebraially losed �eld K. Wee give a de�nition of algebrai speial22



loi in the following. First we give a remark about \speialization"Remark 2.2.1. Let � be a �nite order automorphism of X. Let � be a generi pointin X and � orrespond to the urve A with an automorphism �. And X ontainsthe point orresponding to X. Then there is an injetive map� : Aut(A)! Aut(X):We say that � speializes � if �(�) = �.Moreover, let �0 be a �nite order automorphism of X 0 and X ontains the pointorresponding to X 0. Then there is an injetive map�0 : Aut(A)! Aut(X 0):We say that � speializes both � and �0 if �(�) = � and �0(�) = �0De�nition 2.2.2. Let X (with marked points x1; : : : ; xn) and X 0 (with markedpoints x01; : : : ; x0n) be two unordered [resp. ordered℄ marked urves with genus g inMg;[n℄ [resp. Mg;n℄.(a) A �nite order automorphism � of X and a �nite order automorphism �0 ofX 0, whih �x the marked points as a set, are said to be algebraially equiva-lent if there exists an irreduible subvariety X of Mg;[n℄ [resp. Mg;n℄ and anautomorphism � of the urve A whih orresponds to the generi point � inX , suh that � speializes to both � and �0, where X ontains the pointsorresponding to X and X 0. 23



(b) The algebrai speial lous of � is the set of points in the moduli spae Mg;[n℄[resp. Mg;n℄ whih have an automorphism algebraially equivalent to �. Wedenote it by Mg;[n℄(�) [resp. Mg;n(�)℄.Proposition 2.2.3. Over the omplex numbers C , let X (with unordered [resp.ordered℄ marked points x1; : : : ; xn) be a marked urve with genus g in Mg;[n℄ [resp.Mg;n℄. Let � be a �nite order automorphism of X, whih �x the marked points as aset. Then the algebrai speial lous of � is as same as the di�erential speial lousof �.Proof. We only give a proof for unordered moduli spae. For ordered moduli spae,the proof is basially the same.First we need to show that the speial lousMg;[n℄(�) is an irreduible subvarietyof Mg;[n℄ over the omplex numbers C . By [GH92, Theorem 1, page 79℄, we knowthat the speial lous Mg;[n℄(�) is an irreduible subvariety of Mg;[n℄ when n = 0,i.e., in the ase of no marked points. By a similar proof, we know that the speiallous Mg;[n℄(�) is an irreduible subvariety of Mg;[n℄.Now let Y = X=h�i, then we have the branh data of the overing map X ! Y .By [CH85, Proposition 1.4℄ , we know there is a oarse moduli spae for h�i-Galoisovers of Y with desription branh data. (Note: the result in [CH85, Proposition1.4℄ uses the group is abelian, here it is yli. And the base spae of the Hurwitzfamily is P1 in [CH85, Proposition 1.4℄, but the proof is similar for general basespae Y ). 24



Let X 0 be an unordered marked urve of genus g with marked points x01; : : : ; x0nand �0 be a �nite automorphism of X 0 whih preserves the marked points as a set.Suppose �0 is in the algebrai speial lous of �, i.e., �0 and � are algebraiallyequivalent. Then X and X 0 are in the same Hurwitz family of h�i-Galois overs ofY . So there exists a di�eomorphism 	 : X ! X 0 whih maps the set of markedpoints of X to the set of marked points of X 0 suh that the following diagramommutes: X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0i.e., � and �0 are di�erentially equivalent. Therefore �0 is in the di�erential speiallous of �.Conversely, suppose that �0 is in the di�erential speial lous of �. Sine thedi�erential speial lousMg;[n℄(�) is an irreduible subvariety ofMg;[n℄, there existsa generi point � in Mg;[n℄(�) with an an automorphism � of the urve A whihorresponds to the generi point �, suh that � speializes to both � and �0, whereMg;[n℄(�) ontains the points orresponding to X and X 0. Therefore � and �0 arealgebraially equivalent. Hene �0 is in the algebrai speial lous of �.Proposition 2.2.4. Let K be an algebraially losed �eld. For eah g, there existsa least integer n0(g) suh that every nontrivial automorphism of genus g urve overK has at most n0(g) �xed points; i.e., if n > n0(g), then any automorphism whih�xes n distint points is an identity. In partiular, n0(g) = 2g + 2 for all g and forall harateristis. 25



Proof. First, for g = 0, the group of all automorphisms is isomorphi to PGL(2),we know n0(0) = 2. For g = 1, there are only �nitely many automorphisms �xingany one given point. So n0(1) exists. For g � 2, it is well-known that there are only�nite many automorphisms, so n0(g) exists.Now we show that n0(g) = 2g + 2 for all g and for all harateristis. SupposeX is a genus g smooth urve with an order m automorphism and n is the numberof �xed points of �. Sine the number of �xed points of � is less or equal to thenumber of �xed points of a power of �, we may assume the automorphism � hasprime order p. Let Y = X=h�i; then X is a branhed overing spae of Y . Bythe Riemann-Hurwitz Theorem, we have 2g � 2 � p(2gY � 2) + (p � 1)n. (In thetamely rami�ed ase, 2g � 2 = p(2gY � 2) + (p � 1)n and in the wildly rami�edase, 2g � 2 > p(2gY � 2) + (p � 1)n.) Suppose that n > 2g + 2; then we get2g � 2 � �2p + (p� 1)(2g + 3) (sine gY � 0). So we have g(4� 2p) + 1� p � 0,whih is a ontradition sine 4 � 2p � 0 and 1 � p < 0 (p � 2). Therefore, wehave n � 2g + 2. If n = 2g + 2, then we an take gY = 0 and p = 2, i.e., there is anontrivial order 2 automorphism � of a hyperellipti urve of genus g suh that �has 2g + 2 �xed points. Hene n0(g) = 2g + 2 is the least integer suh that everynontrivial automorphism of genus g urve over K has at most n0(g) �xed points.Remark 2.2.5. For n > n0(g), if an automorphism � of a marked urve X �xes npoints, then � = 1. So if two automorphisms � and � of a marked urve X induethe same permutation, then � = �. Also for X orresponding to a point in the26



ordered moduli spaeMg;n, the only automorphism � of X whih �xes eah markedpoint is the identity. Therefore, the speial lous of a non-trivial automorphism �is empty. (Note: The ondition n > n0(g) is not really a restrition for g = 0 sinen0(0) = 3 and sine we need n � 4 to get a non-trivial moduli spae in genus 0.)But for unordered moduli spaes, there an be non-empty speial loi even if n islarge ompared to g. This an be seen by taking a union of �nitely many orbits ofan �nite order automorphism of the underlying urve.Thus if n > n0(g), one an speak in terms of permutations rather than automor-phisms, and these are easier to work with. This motivates the following proposition.Let X be a marked urve with genus g in Mg;[n℄. Let � be a �nite order au-tomorphism of X, whih �xes the marked points as a set.We denote [�℄ for thepermutation indued by �, for a point in the unordered moduli spae.Proposition 2.2.6. For n > n0(g), let X (with unordered marked points x1; : : : ; xn)and X 0 (with unordered marked points x01; : : : ; x0n) be two marked urves with genusg in Mg;[n℄. Let � be a �nite order automorphism of X, whih �xes the markedpoints as a set. Then there exists a �nite order automorphism �0 (whih �xes themarked points as a set) of X 0 whih is di�erentially equivalent to � if and only ifthere exists a �nite order automorphism �00 (whih �xes the marked points as a set)of X 0 suh that [�00℄ is onjugate to [�℄.Proof. First suppose that there exists a �nite order automorphism �0 (whih �xesthe marked points as a set) of X 0 whih is di�erentially equivalent to �. Then there27



exists a di�eomorphism 	 : X ! X 0 whih maps the set of marked points of X tothe set of marked points of X 0 suh that the following diagram ommutes:X 	���! X 0�??y ??y�0X 	���! X 0Then �0 = 	�	�1. So � and �0 indue onjugate permutations. Let �00 = �0, then[�℄ is onjugate to �00.Conversely, suppose that there exists a �nite order automorphism �00 (whih�xes the marked points as a set) of X 0 suh that [�00℄ is onjugate to [�℄ . Chooseparametrizations � : S ! X for X and �0 : S ! X 0. Let  : S ! S be thedi�eomorphism indued by � and  0 : S ! S be the di�eomorphism indued by�00. Sine � and �00 indue onjugate permutations, we know that  and  0 indueonjugate permutations.Therefore, by [GP74, Corollary (of Isotopy Lemma), page 143℄ there exist adi�eomorphism h : S ! S whih is isotopi to identity and a di�eomorphism� : S ! S suh that  = ��1 0�h, i.e., the following diagram ommutes:S �h���! S h??y ??y 0S �h���! Swhih is equivalent to the following ommutative diagram:S �h���! Sh??y ??y 0S �h ���! S28



So we have the following ommutative diagram:S �h���! S �0���! X 0h??y ??y 0 ??y�00S �h ���! S �0���! X 0So the following diagram ommutes:S �0�h���! X 0h??y ??y�00S �0�h ���! X 0Therefore (X 0;�0�h) is �xed by the equivalene lass � of  . By Proposition 2.1.11,we know there exists an automorphism �0 of X 0 whih is di�erentially equivalent to�.Corollary 2.2.7. For n > n0(g), let X (with unordered marked points x1; : : : ; xn)be a marked urve with genus g in Mg;[n℄ and � be a �nite order automorphism ofX whih �xes fx1; : : : ; xng as a set. The algebrai speial lous of � is the set ofpoints on the moduli spae whih have an automorphism whose indued permutationof the marked points is onjugate to [�℄.The proof follows from Corollary 2.1.12 and Proposition 2.2.3.
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Chapter 3
Speial loi in low genus
This hapter onsiders speial loi in genus 0 and genus 1, in all harateristis. Ingenus 0 we give an expliit desription of the speial loi. In genus 1 we desribethe possible permutations in Sn suh that the speial loi is not empty in genus 1.If S is a sphere with n marked points, then a �nite-order element of the map-ping lass group �g;[n℄ is the lass of a di�eomorphism whih is simply a rotationaround an axis (Setion 3.1.1). In setion 3.1.1, we reall some known results ofShneps ([Sh02a℄) whih desribe the speial loi in genus zero over the omplexnumbers expliitly. Setions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 give some expliit examples of speialloi in harateristi 5 and 3 by onsidering the points having non-trivial speialautomorphism group in the ordered moduli spae to determine the speial loi inthe unordered moduli spae. Over the omplex numbers C , a �nite-order elementof the mapping lass group �g;[n℄ is the lass of a di�eomorphism whih is simply a30



rotation around an axis; while in harateristi p, every �nite-order automorphismof P1K with marked points is the onjugay lass of a rotation around an axis (i.e., bymultiplying roots of unity) or the onjugay lass of a translation (i.e., by adding anelement in K) (Proposition 3.1.8). Then we give a omplete desription of speialloi of genus 0 in harateristi p in Setion 3.1.4.There is also a generalization of the results in genus 0 to higher genus. Inpartiular, Proposition 3.2.1 desribes the possible permutations ['℄ suh that thespeial loiM1;[n℄(') is not empty, where the proof is given by using the lassi�ationof automorphisms of ellipti urves and Riemann-Hurwitz formula.
3.1 Speial loi in genus 03.1.1 Genus zero over the omplex numbers CFor the genus zero ase, the pure mapping lass group �0;n ats on Teihm�ullerspae Tg;n freely [Sh02a, x2.1℄. So there are no speial loi in the ordered modulispae M0;n. A permutation � of the ordered marked points an be realized as anautomorphism of the marked Riemann surfae [Sh02a, x3.1.1.℄. Suh points arenot orbifold points on the ordered moduli spae, but they are preimages of orbifoldpoints on the unordered moduli spaeM0;[n℄, sine the � have less than n! preimagesunder the ation of Sn. The points having non-trivial speial automorphism groupdetermine where the speial loi will lie on in the unordered moduli spae M0;[n℄.31



Now we investigate the points having non-trivial speial automorphism groupand the speial loi in the genus zero moduli spaes for arbitrary n. If S is a spherewith n marked points, then a �nite-order element of the mapping lass group �g;[n℄is the lass of a di�eomorphism whih is simply a rotation around an axis. Infat, For n � 5, all �nite order element in �0;[n℄ are rotations follows from [MH75,Corollary p508℄ and [Sh02b, x4.1℄. For n = 3, �0;[n℄ = 1, For n = 4, there arefour onjugay lasses of �nite order elements, whih indues di�erent onjugatepermutations [Sh02b, Proof of Corollary 2 in x3℄, we an see that eah onjugatelass omes from a rotation.Let ' be a �nite-order element of the mapping lass group �g;[n℄. We mayassume that ' is a rotation, say around the axis through the north and south poles(orresponding to the points 1; 0). The north and south poles of S may or maynot be marked points, but they are always the only rami�ation points for '. Thepermutation assoiated to a rotation ' is always of the form 1 : : : k, where the iare disjoint yles of length j suh that8>>>>>><>>>>>>: jk = n if the north and south poles are not markedjk = n� 1 if one of the two poles is markedjk = n� 2 if both poles are marked pointsIn the following theorem, we ompute the points having speial automorphismassoiated to a permutation ['℄ whih is a produt of k disjoint yles of length jonly in the ase jk = n�2 (i.e., when the two �xed points of ' are marked points).32



This ase then gives us the result in the general ase, sine in the other two ases,the speial lous inM0;n is just the image of the one we ompute here inM0;n+1 orM0;n+2, under the morphism given by erasing the extra marked points.Theorem 3.1.1. [Sh02a, Theorem 3.5.1℄ Let S be a Riemann surfae of genus zerowith n marked ordered points, and let ' be a rotation of order j with n = jk+2 (i.e.,the two �xed points of ' are marked points of S). After replaing ' by a onjugateof ' whih has the same speial lous as ', we may assume that the points of S arenumbered so that the permutation assoiated to ' is given by['℄ = (1 � � � j)(j + 1 � � �2j) � � � (j(k � 1) + 1 � � � jk)Let G' � Sn be the subgroup generated by the above disjoint j-yles 1; : : : ; k of ['℄.Let T be the orbifold quotient S=h'i, whih has k marked points with rami�ationindex 1 and 2 marked points with rami�ation index j.(i) The set of �xed points of ['℄ in the ordered moduli spae M(S) has j(Z=jZ)�jdisjoint onneted omponents C� , respetively onsisting ordered markings ofthe form(1; �; : : : ; �j�1; a1; a1�; : : : a1�j�1; : : : ; ak�1; ak�1�; : : : ak�1�j�1; 0;1):Here � runs through the primitive j-th roots of unity. Eah omponent C� isisomorphi to a opy of (P1�f0; 1; �; : : : �j�1;1g)k�1 minus the j(k�1) linesai = ar�s for r 6= i, 0 � s � j � 1, and is thus de�ned over Qab .33



(ii) The speial lous of ' in the quotient spaeM(S)=G' =MG'(S) also onsistsof j(Z=jZ)�j disjoint onneted omponents C�, the image of the C�. Eah C�is isomorphi to (P1 � f0; 1;1g)k�1 �� 'M(T ) 'M0;k+2;where � denotes the multi-diagonal of points with xi = xj for some i 6= j andis thus de�ned over Q ; however the embeddings M(T )! C� �M(S)=G' arede�ned over Q ab .(iii) In the unordered moduli spaeMSn(S) =M(S)=Sn, the speial lous of ' on-sists of a single onneted omponent C. It is isomorphi to the moduli spaeof MG(T ) whih is the quotient of M(T ) by the group G of all \admissible"permutations, i.e., permutations of marked points having the same rami�a-tion index, and the spae MG(T ) and the embedding MG(T ) ! C �MSn(S)are de�ned over Q .Similarly, in harateristi p, we an think about the points having non-trivialspeial automorphism group in the ordered moduli spae to determine the speialloi in the unordered moduli spae.3.1.2 Examples in harateristi 5Example 3.1.2. In the aseM0;5, �rst we alulate the points with speial automor-phism group. Consider the permutation � = (12345) and a point (�; 0; 1;1; �) in34



M0;5 in standard representation (with three marked points �xed at 0; 1 and 1).The ation of � on the point takes it to (�; �; 0; 1;1), and then the transformationby the automorphism x 7! x���x�� brings it bak to ( ������� ; 0; 1;1; 1�). The �xed pointsof � are given by (�; �) with � = �� ���� � and � = 1�;so � is a root of �3 � 2�2 + 1. One root is � = 1, but this is exluded inM0;5. Theremaining roots are � = 1�p52 = 12 = 3 (sine this is in harateristi 5); so the only�xed point of � is (3; 0; 1;1; 2). In fat, the point (3; 0; 1;1; 2) is equivalent to thepoint (0; 1; 2; 3; 4) in the moduli spae M0;5 sine (3; 0; 1;1; 2) transforms to thepoint (0; 1; 2; 3; 4) by the linear transformation x 7! 3x�9x�9 . Then intuitively, we ansee that (0; 1; 2; 3; 4) is �xed by a translation � .Remark 3.1.3. In Example 3.1.2, � only �xes one point in harateristi 5, while it�xes two points in harateristi 0 (f. Theorem 3.1.1).Example 3.1.4. In the ase M0;10, �rst we alulate the points with speial auto-morphism group. Given a permutation � = (1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10) and a point(x1; : : : ; x7; 1; 0;1) in M0;10 in standard representation (with three omponents�xed at 0; 1 and1), then the ation of � on the point takes it to (1; x1; : : : ; x7; 1; 0).But in harateristi 5, there is no transformation an bring it bak to the originalpoint (x1; : : : ; x7; 1; 0;1) by the similar alulation in Example 3.1.2. So there isno �xed point of � in M0;10. 35



Remark 3.1.5. In Example 3.1.4, � has no �xed point in harateristi 5, while it�xes two disonneted one-dimensional omponents in harateristi 0 (f. Theorem3.1.1).3.1.3 Examples in harateristi 3Example 3.1.6. In the aseM0;4, �rst we alulate the points with speial automor-phism group. Consider the permutation � = (123) and a point (�; 1; 0;1) in M0;4in standard representation (with three omponents �xed at 0; 1 and1). The ationof � on the point takes it to (0; �; 1;1). Then the transformation y 7! y+2 bringsthe point (0; 2; 1;1) bak to the original point (2; 1; 0;1). So the �xed point of �in M0;4 is (2; 1; 0;1).Remark 3.1.7. In Example 3.1.6, � only �xes one point in harateristi 3, while it�xes two points in harateristi 0 (f. Theorem 3.1.1).3.1.4 Speial loi of genus 0 in harateristi pFirst, here is a result to desribe the �nite-order automorphism in genus zero alge-brai urves with marked points.Proposition 3.1.8. Let K be an algebraially losed �eld. Every �nite-order au-tomorphism of P1K with marked points is the onjugay lass of a rotation aroundan axis (i.e., by multiplying roots of unity) or the onjugay lass of a translation(i.e., by adding an element in K). 36



Proof. We know that the group of automorphisms of P1K is isomorphi to PGL(2; K).Sine K is an algebraially losed �eld, by Jordan anonial form, every element inPGL(2; K) is either onjugate to A = 0BB� � 10 � 1CCAor onjugate to B = 0BB� �1 00 �2 1CCAwhere �; �1; �2 are non-zero elements in K.If it is onjugate to A, then it has one �xed point 1 and the orrespondingfrational linear transformation is z 7! z + 1� , whih is just a translation. If the au-tomorphism is of �nite order, then the translation an only happen in harateristip. If it is onjugate toB, then it has two �xed points 0 and1 and the orrespondingfrational linear transformation is z 7! �1�2 z, whih is a omposition of a rotationand a dilation. If the automorphism is �nite order, then it is just a rotation; thishappen both in harateristi 0 and p. In harateristi 0, the rotation an haveany order; in harateristi p, its order is prime to p, beause there are no primitivepth roots of unity.The following result desribes the speial loi in harateristi p in the ase g = 0and n � 3 (proved by Shneps [Sh02a℄ in harateristi 0):37



Theorem 3.1.9. Let X be a marked urve of genus 0 with n marked points x1; : : : ; xnover an algebraially losed �eld K, and ' be a �nite order automorphism of Xwhih �xes fx1; : : : ; xng as a set. Let ['℄ denote the permutation of marked pointsindued by '. Let g0 be the genus of X=' and n0 be the number of marked pointsoming from the marked points of X. IfM0;[n℄(') is not empty, then ' is of the form1 � � � k where the i are disjoint yles of length j suh that jk = n or jk = n� 1or jk = n� 2. Moreover:(a) If p 6 jj, then M0;[n℄(') has the same desription in harateristi 0 and p.(b) If pjj and j > p, then M0;[n℄(') is empty.() If p = j and jk = n� 2, then M0;[n℄(') is empty. If p = j and jk = n� 1 orjk = n, then M0;[n℄(') is isomorphi to quotient of fP1 � f0; 1;1ggk�2 � �by Sk, where � denotes the multi-diagonal of points with xi = xj for somei 6= j.Proof. By Proposition 3.1.8, we know that if M0;[n℄(') is not empty, then ' is ofthe form 1 � � � k where the i are disjoint yles of length j suh that jk = n orjk = n� 1 or jk = n� 2.(a) If p 6 jj, then we have the j-th roots of unity. Sine the proof for harateristi0 (f. Shneps [Sh02a, Theorem 3.5.1℄) is only involved the pure group theory,it also works for harateristi p in this ase.38



(b) If pjj and j > p, then ' has no �xed point either as a rotation or as atranslation.() If p = j, then ' is a translation.If jk = n � 2, then ' has no �xed point sine a translation an not �x twopoints pointwise.If jk = n � 1, then in the ordered moduli spae M0;n, we know that ' �xesp� 1 disjoint onneted omponents, eah omponent is given byCi = (0; i; : : : ; (p� 1)i; a1; : : : ; a1 + (p� 1)i; : : : ; ak�1; : : : ; ak�1 + (p� 1)i;1);where i = 1; : : : ; p � 1 and a1; : : : ; ak�1 are any numbers in the �eld K suhthat all the marked points are distint. In the unordered moduli spae M0;n,all the omponents Ci (as well as all those omponents orresponding to otherrotations having the same yle type as ') beome identi�ed. So M0;[n℄(')is isomorphi to one of Ci, say C1, modulo its stabilizer in Sn = Sjk+1. Weould determine its stabilizer by the similar proedure with Shneps' proof in(f. [Sh02a, Theorem 3.5.1℄) (where the proof only involved the pure grouptheory). In fat, the stabilizer of C1 is generated by two natural subgroups:the �rst, of order k!, orresponding to permuting the k disjoint yles of ['℄;the seond, of order jk, is generated by the j yles themselves. After omputethe quotient of C1 by its stabilizer, we getM0;[n℄(') is isomorphi to quotientof fP1�f0; 1;1ggk�2�� by all permutations of marked points in X=' whihomes from the marked points with the same rami�ation index in X, i.e., Sk,39



where � denotes the multi-diagonal of points with xi = xj.If jk = n, then by a similar alulation with the ase jk = n � 1, we getM0;[n℄(') is isomorphi to quotient of fP1 � f0; 1;1ggk�2 �� by Sk, where� denotes the multi-diagonal of points with xi = xj.
Theorem 3.1.9 shows that there is no automorphism of order divisible by pin harateristi p unless the order is exatly p. Also there is an automorphismof order p, viz. translation, but this automorphism behaves di�erently from anautomorphism of the same order in harateristi 0, as the examples in setions3.1.2 and 3.1.3 show.

3.2 Speial loi in genus 1There is also a generalization of Theorem 3.1.9 to higher genus. In partiular, forg = 1, we give some results in the following proposition.Proposition 3.2.1. Let X be a marked urve of genus 1 with n marked pointsx1; : : : ; xn over an algebraially losed �eld K of harateristi 6= 2; 3 and let ' be a�nite order automorphism of X. Let ['℄ 2 Sn be a permutation of marked points forn � 5, where ['℄ is the orresponding permutation of marked points of '. Supposethat M1;[n℄(') is not empty, and write ['℄ as a produt of disjoint yles 1 � � � k.Then either 40



(i) the i are of the same length j suh that jk = n; or(ii) the i are of the same length j = 2 suh that jk = n or n�1 or n�2 or n�3or n� 4; or(iii) the i are of the same length j = 3 suh that jk = n or n � 1 or n � 2 orn� 3; or(iv) the i are of the same length j = 4 suh that jk = n or n� 1 or n� 2; or(v) one of the i is of length 2 and the others are of the same length j = 4 suhthat jk = n� 2 or jk = n� 3 or jk = n� 4; or(vi) the i are of the same length j = 6 suh that jk = n or jk = n� 1; or(vii) one of the i is of length 2 and the others are of the same length j = 6 suhthat jk = n� 2 or jk = n� 3; or(viii) one of the i is of length 3 and the others are of the same length j = 6 suhthat jk = n� 3 or jk = n� 4; or(ix) one i is of length 2, another is of length 3, and the remainder are all of thesame length j = 6 suh that jk = n� 5 or jk = n� 6.Before we give a proof of Proposition 3.2.1, let us reall the lassi�ation ofautomorphisms of ellipti urves [Sil86℄.
41



Theorem 3.2.2. ([Sil86, Theorem 10.1℄) Let E=K be an ellipti urve. Then itsautomorphism group Aut(E) is a �nite group of order dividing 24. More preisely,the order of Aut(E) is given by the following list:(a) 2 if j(E) 6= 0; 1728(b) 4 if j(E) = 1728 and har(K) 6= 2; 3() 6 if j(E) = 0 and har(K) 6= 2; 3(d) 12 if j(E) = 0 = 1728 and har(K) = 3(e) 24 if j(E) = 0 = 1728 and har(K) = 2Now we give a proof for Proposition 3.2.1 by using the Riemann-Hurwitz formulaand Theorem 3.2.2.Proof. (of Proposition 3.2.1) Let X be a marked urve of genus 1 with n markedpoints x1; : : : ; xn over an algebraially losed �eld K of harateristi 6= 2; 3 and let' be a �nite order automorphism of X. Let ['℄ 2 Sn be a permutation of markedpoints for n � 5, where ['℄ is the orresponding permutation of marked points of '.Let g0 is the genus of X=h'i. Then the possible order m of ' and their branhingdata (m1; m2; : : : ; mr) are limited by the well-known Riemann-Hurwitz equation:(2g � 2)=m = (2g0 � 2) + rXi=1 (1� 1mi ):Here we only onsider the Riemann-Hurwitz formula in the tame ase sine ifhar(K) 6= 2; 3, then all the branh overings we onsidered are tame. Sine we42



only onsider the yli group h'i of order m, let M = lm(m1; m2; : : : ; mr), thenthe following onditions are satis�ed ([Bre00, orollary 9.4℄):(i) lm(m1; m2; : : : ; mi�1; mi+1; : : : ; mr) =M for all i;(ii) M divides m, and if g0 = 0;M = m;(iii) r 6= 1, and if g0 = 0, r � 3;(iv) if M is even, the number of mi divisible by the maximum power of 2 dividingM is even.By Theorem 3.2.2, we know the possible numbers of mi are 2; 3; 4; 6. Combinethe above onditions on Riemann-Hurwitz equation 3.2, we get the possible Galoisoverings are:(i) m = 2, r = 4, mi = 2 for all i;(ii) m = 3, r = 3, mi = 3 for all i;(iii) m = 4, r = 3, (m1; m2; m3) = (2; 4; 4);(iv) m = 6, r = 3, (m1; m2; m3) = (2; 3; 6).Sine X has n marked points, aording to the above possible Galois overings,we an get the possible permutations ['℄ of marked points as in the list of thisproposition.
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Chapter 4
Splitting and surjetivity in genuszero
As disussed in Chapter 1 above, Shneps [Sh02a℄ introdued splitting and surje-tivity onditions in the study of speial loi for moduli of marked Riemann surfaes.She also proved that these onditions hold in the genus 0 ase (i.e., for markedspheres). But her de�nitions used the fat that the spaes were de�ned over theomplex numbers. This hapter onsiders the surjetivity and splitting onditionsin all harateristis in genus 0 by �rst generalizing the de�nitions of the surjetivityand splitting onditions to harateristi p.The permutation group Sn ats naturally on Mg;n by permuting the markedpoints on the Riemann surfaes. For any subgroup G 2 Sn, we write Mg;n(G) =Mg;n=G. Over C , let ' be an element of �nite order in the full mapping lass group44



and let T = S='. We onsider the set of points in Teihm�uller spae �xed by '.The image of this set in the quotient moduli spae Mg;n(G) is the speial lousof ' in Mg;n(G) and denoted Mg;n(G;') Shneps gave splitting and surjetivityonditions suh that eah omponent of fMg;n(G;') is as lose toM(T ) as possible([Sh02a℄).Here we onsider splitting and surjetivity onditions in harateristi p. Butto do that, we �rst �nd new haraterizations of these onditions over the omplexnumbers whih do not rely on mapping lass groups or Teihm�uller spae. Wethen use those haraterizations as the de�nitions in harateristi p. The originalde�nition of splitting and surjetivity onditions involves the fundamental group ofmoduli spaes of urves, while the fundamental group of moduli spaes of urvesin harateristi p is very ompliated. Setion 4.1 gives the geometri meaning ofthe surjetivity ondition, whih avoids the fundamental group of moduli spaes ofurves ( Proposition 4.1.5). And also gives an equivalent desription of splittingondition by �nite group theory using Proposition 4.1.9.Setion 4.2 shows that the surjetivity and splitting onditions hold in general forgenus 0 (Theorem 4.2.5 and Theorem 4.2.6), whih generalize the result of Shnepsin harateristi 0.
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4.1 Splitting and surjetivity over the omplexnumbersThroughout this setion, we only work over the omplex numbers C . Let S be atopologial surfae of type (g; n) and let G � Sn be a subgroup. Let �G(S) be thepreimage of G under the anonial surjetion �([S℄) ! Sn. If ' is a �nite-orderelement of the full mapping lass group �([S℄), we let MG(S; ') denote the imageinMG(S) of the set of points in the Teihm�uller spae T (S) = Tg;n whih are �xedby ' under the anonial ation of �([S℄) on T (S).Let ['℄ denote the permutation assoiated to ', and let G' � Sn be the groupgenerated by the disjoint yles of ['℄. Let us write M'(S) for the quotient spaeMG'(S) = M(S)=G', and M'(S; ') for the whole of the speial lous of ' inM'(S). We also write �'(S) for the group �G'(S), the preimage in �([S℄) of h['℄iunder the surjetion �([S℄)! Sn.Remark 4.1.1. Sine S is determined by (g; n), we also write �(S) [resp. �([S℄)℄ as�g;n (resp. �g;[n℄) and M(S) [resp. M([S℄) ℄ as Mg;n [resp. Mg;[n℄℄.Let T = S=' and we assume that all branh points of this over (and theirpreimage) are marked points. Let g0 denote the genus of T and n0 the number ofmarked points; the fundamental group of T is given by generators and relations as�1(T ) = ha1; b1; : : : ; ag0 ; bg0; 1; : : : n0 j g0Yi=1(ai; bi)1 � � � n0 = 1i:The group of inertia-preserving automorphisms of �1(T ), Aut�([�1(T )℄) is de�ned46



to be the group of automorphismsAut�([�1(T )℄) = f 2 Aut�(�1(T ))j9� 2 Sn suh that  (i) s �(i) for 1 � i � n0gwhere s means \is onjugate to".Let Aut�([S=T ℄) denote the subgroup of Aut�([�1(T )℄) onsisting of elementswhih preserve the subgroup �1(S) 2 �1(T ). We introdue the following notations:�[S=T ℄ = Aut�([S=T ℄)=Inn(�1(T )) � Out�([�1(T )℄) = �([T ℄);and �S=T = Aut�(S=T )=Inn(�1(T )) = �[S=T ℄ \ �(T ) � �(T ):For any subgroups H and K of a group G, we denote NormH(K) = NormG(K)\G, where NormG(K) is the normalizer of K in G. For any element g 2 G, we denoteNormH(g) = NormH(hgi).Now we give the de�nition of surjetivity ondition of '.De�nition 4.1.2. ([Sh02a, x4.2℄) We say that a �nite-order element ' 2 �([S℄)satis�es the surjetivity ondition if �S=T = �(T ), i.e., every element of Aut�(�1(T ))preserves the subgroup �1(S); in other words, the homomorphismNorm�'(S)(')=h'i ! �(T )is surjetive.Before we give the geometri meaning of the surjetivity ondition, let us givesome similar results of Gonz�alez-D��ez and Harvey [GH92℄ in the ase of type (g; n),i.e., Riemann surfaes with marked points.47



Theorem 4.1.3. Let S be a topologial surfae of type (g; n), and let ' be a �nite-order element of �([S℄). Assume that the quotient T = S=' is of genus g0 with n0marked points, inluding all the branh points.(i) Denote by T (S; ') the subset of points of the Teihm�uller spae T (S) = (T )g;n�xed by '. Then eah omponent of T (S; ') is isomorphi to Tg0;n0 = T (T ).(ii) The set of elements of �([S℄) globally preserving eah omponent of T (S; ')in T (S) is exatly the subgroup Norm�([S℄)(').(iii) For every G � Sn ontaining the permutation ['℄ assoiated to ', the quotientfMG(S; ') = T (S; ')=Norm�G(S)(') is isomorphi to the normalization of thespeial lous MG(S; ') �MG(S).Remark 4.1.4 (on the proof). The proof an be given by following the proof ofGonz�alez-D��ez and Harvey [GH92℄ in the ase without marked points. But thereare slight di�erenes in the marked points ase from Gonz�alez-D��ez and Harvey'sresults. In the ase without marked points, T (S; ') is isomorphi to Tg0;n0 = T (T ),where T (S; ') is irreduible ([GH92, Theorem B℄). While in the marked points ase,T (S; ') might onsist several irreduible omponents, eah omponent is isomorphito Tg0;n0 = T (T ). In fat, we an see that the map from T (S; ') to Tg0;n0 is notbijetive in the marked points ase, sine there ould be di�erent permutations ofthe marked points of S for any given fg0; n0g. (Cf. [Harv71, Theorem 2 & Corollary3℄) 48



In order to see the geometri meaning of the surjetivity ondition, we have thefollowing proposition.Proposition 4.1.5. (f. [Sh02a, x4.2℄) A �nite-order element ' 2 �([S℄) satis�esthe surjetivity ondition if and only if the map from eah omponent of fM'(S; ') toM(T ) is one-to-one, onsisting only in forgetting the orbifold struture of fM'(S; ')due to the ation of '.Proof. Suppose that ' satis�es the surjetivity ondition, then by de�nition ofsurjetivity, the homomorphismNorm�'(S)(')=h'i ! �(T )is surjetive. By Proposition [Sh02a, Proposition 4.1.2.℄, there is a anonial inje-tive homomorphism Norm�'(S)(')=h'i ! �(T );whose image is of �nite index. Therefore,Norm�'(S)(')=h'i ! �(T )is an isomorphism. By Theorem 4.1.3, sine h'i �xes every point of T (S; '), theation of Norm�'(S)(') fators through the quotient group Norm�'(S)(')=h'i, andthere is a anonial one-to-one orrespondeneT (S; ')=Norm�'(S)(')$ T (S; ')=(Norm�'(S)(')=h'i)49



(the di�erene between the two spaes is hidden in the orbifold struture due to theation of h'i �xing eah point).Now using Theorem 4.1.3, eah omponent of T (S; ') is isomorphi to Tg0;n0 =T (T ) and the normalization fMG(S; ') ' T (S; ')=Norm�G(S)(') , so eah ompo-nent offMG(S; ') ' T (S; ')=Norm�G(S)(')$ T (S; ')=(Norm�'(S)(')=h'i)to T (T )=(Norm�'(S)(')$ T (T )=�(T ) 'M(T )is one-to-one, onsisting only in forgetting the orbifold struture of fM'(S; ') dueto the ation of '.Conversely, suppose that the map from eah omponent of fM'(S; ') toM(T ) isone-to-one, onsisting only in forgetting the orbifold struture of fM'(S; ') due tothe ation of ', then by above proof, we an see that this map indues a bijetivehomomorphism Norm�'(S)(')=h'i ! �(T ):Therefore, ' satis�es the surjetivity ondition.
Remark 4.1.6. This was stated without mentioning omponents in [Sh02a℄. A-tually the geometri ondition in above proposition di�ers slightly from the one inShneps' paper [Sh02a℄, where she neglets to mention that the map fromfM'(S; ')50



toM(T ) must restrit to onneted omponent. As the reader an see the examplen = 5; j = 3, then ' indues a permutation (123), and M'(S; ') onsists of twodisjoint points, while M(T ) onsists of only one point. But in the ase withoutmarked points, fM'(S; ') is onneted, this issue does not rise. The reader an seethe paper [GH92℄.The splitting ondition is de�ned as follows.De�nition 4.1.7. ([Sh02a, x4.2℄) A �nite-order element ' 2 �([S℄) satis�es thesplitting ondition if the surjetionNorm�'(S)(')! Norm�'(S)(')=h'i ' �S=Tsplits; in other words, if we have a semi-diret produtNorm�'(S)(') ' h'io Norm�'(S)(')=h'iSometimes, the semi-diret produt in De�nition 4.1.7 beomes diret produt,so we give the following de�nition.De�nition 4.1.8. A �nite-order element ' 2 �([S℄) satis�es the strong splittingondition if we have a diret produtNorm�'(S)(') ' h'i � Norm�'(S)(')=h'i:Atually, the splitting ondition an be desribed by �nite group theory (i.e.,without mentioning �'(S)) using the following proposition.51



Proposition 4.1.9. Let ' be a �nite-order element in �([S℄) and let ['℄ denotethe permutation of n marked points indued by '. Then ' satis�es the splittingondition if and only if G' = h['℄ioG'=h['℄i:Proof. First suppose that ' satis�es the splitting ondition, i.e., we have a semi-diret produt Norm�'(S)(') ' h'io Norm�'(S)(')=h'i:Then we want to show thatG' = NormG'(['℄) = h['℄ioG'=h['℄iholds (note: G' is abelian). Aording to the notations, it suÆes to show thateah ' 2 �([S℄) indues only one permutation ['℄. Reall that�([S℄) = Di�+([S℄)=Di�0(S);where Di�+([S℄ denotes the group of orientation-preserving di�eomorphisms of Swhih �xes fs1; : : : ; sng as a set, and Di�0(S) is the subgroup of those whih areisotopi to the identity via a family of di�eomorphisms ht : S ! S with ht(si) = si,for t 2 [0; 1℄ and eah i. Sine there are only �nite many si, they are disrete. So theelement in Di�0(S) does not hange the permutation of the lifting '0 2 Di�+([S℄)of '. Therefore, ' indues only one permutation.Now suppose that we have the pure group equality52



G' = h['℄ioG'=h['℄i:Then pik up one element ' in �([S℄) suh that it indues the permutation ['℄,then by notation, we an easily see that we have a semi-diret produtNorm�'(S)(') ' h'io Norm�'(S)(')=h'i:Therefore, ' satis�es the splitting ondition.Corollary 4.1.10. In genus 0, let ' be a �nite-order element in �([S℄) and let ['℄denote the permutation of n marked points indued by '. let H' � G' be generatedby any hoie of all but one of the disjoint yles of ['℄ (H' = f id g if ['℄ is asingle yle). Then ' satis�es the splitting ondition if and only ifG' = h['℄i �H':Proof. By [Sh02a, Theorem 4.3.1℄, we know in genus zero the splitting onditionhas the following strong form:Norm�'(S)(') ' h'i � Norm�H'(S)('):Then by Proposition 4.1.9, we are done.Remark 4.1.11. In the ase of the genus zero moduli spaes, the strong splitting on-dition ([Sh02a, Theorem 4.3.1℄) and the surjetivity ondition ([Sh02a, Theorem4.3.2℄) are always satis�ed. 53



4.2 Splitting and surjetivity onditions in genuszero ase in all harateristisLet K be an algebrai losed �eld. We have onsidered the speial loi of themoduli spaeMg;n orMg;[n℄ of algebrai urves over K. Now we give some notationswhih are suitable for all harateristis, unlike the previous setion, where we usednotations in terms of topologial spae S and T over the omplex numbers.The mapping lass group �g;[n℄ ats on the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n. The unorderedmoduli spae Mg;[n℄ is realized as the quotient of the Teihm�uller spae Tg;n by theation of the mapping lass group �g;[n℄. Similarly, the ordered moduli spaeMg;n isthe quotient of Tg;n by the pure subgroup �g;n of �g;[n℄. The permutation group Snats naturally on Mg;n by permuting the marked points on the Riemann surfaes.For any subgroup G 2 Sn, we write Mg;n(G) =Mg;n=G.Let ' be an element of �nite order in the full or pure mapping lass group(the group of homotopy lasses of di�eomorphisms of a surfae), then we onsiderthe set of points in Teihm�uller spae �xed by '. The image of this set in thequotient moduli spae Mg;n(G) is the speial lous of ' in Mg;n(G) and denotedMg;n(G;') (when G = Sn, we denote itMg;[n℄('), whih is the speial lous in theunordered moduli spae). In partiular, let ['℄ denote the assoiated permutationof the marked points and let G � Sn be the subgroup generated by the disjointyles of ['℄. 54



Over C , let ' be an element of �nite order in the full mapping lass group andlet T = S='. Shneps gave splitting and surjetivity onditions suh that eahomponent of fMg;n(G;') is as lose to M(T ) as possible.To apply it to harateristi p, we rephrase the surjetivity ondition as thefollowing:De�nition 4.2.1. LetX be a marked urve overK with nmarked points x1; : : : ; xn,and � be a �nite order automorphism of X whih �xes fx1; : : : ; xng as a set. Letg0 be the genus of X=� and n0 be the number of marked points oming from themarked points of X. We say that � satis�es the surjetivity ondition if and onlyif the map from eah omponent of fMg;n(G;�) to Mg0;n0 is one-to-one, onsistingonly in forgetting the orbifold struture of fMg;n(G;�) due to the ation of �.Remark 4.2.2. De�nition 4.2.1 and De�nition 4.1.2 are equivalent over C by Propo-sition 4.1.5.Now we rephrase the splitting ondition as the following:De�nition 4.2.3. LetX be a marked urve overK with nmarked points x1; : : : ; xn,and � be a �nite order automorphism of X whih �xes fx1; : : : ; xng as a set. Let[�℄ denote the permutation indued by �, and let G� � Sn be the group generatedby the disjoint yles of [�℄. We say that � satis�es the splitting ondition if andonly if G� = h[�℄ioG�=h[�℄i:55



Remark 4.2.4. a) De�nition 4.2.3 and De�nition 4.1.7 are equivalent over C byProposition 4.1.9.b) In partiular, over C , in genus 0, let H� � G� be generated by any hoie ofall but one of the disjoint yles of [�℄ (H� = f id g if [�℄ is a single yle). Then� satis�es the splitting ondition if and only ifG� = h[�℄i �H�:In fat, this followed from the Corollary 4.1.10. So we an adopt this as the de�nitionof the splitting ondition in all harateristis for genus 0.The following theorems show that the surjetivity and splitting onditions holdin general for genus 0 (whih generalize the result of Shneps in harateristi 0):Theorem 4.2.5. Let X be a marked urve of genus 0 over K with n marked pointsx1; : : : ; xn, and let � be a �nite order automorphism of X whih �xes fx1; : : : ; xngas a set. Let [�℄ denote the permutation of marked points indued by �. Then �satis�es the surjetivity ondition in all harateristis.Proof. In harateristi 0, � satis�es the surjetivity ondition by [Sh02a, Theorem4.3.2℄).In harateristi p, by Theorem 3.1.9, we know that [�℄ is of the form 1 � � � kwhere the i are disjoint yles of length j suh that jk = n or jk = n � 1 orjk = n� 2. Then we prove the following ases by Theorem 3.1.9:
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(a) If p 6 jj, then M0;[n℄(�) has the same desription in harateristi 0 and p. So� satis�es the surjetivity ondition by Shneps [Sh02a, theorem 4.3.2℄).(b) If pjj and j > p, then M0;[n℄(�) is empty. By the proof of Theorem 3.1.9,we an see that for any G � Sn, M0;n(G;�) is empty. So it is trivial that �satis�es the surjetivity ondition.() If p = j and jk = n � 2, then M0;[n℄(') is empty. So it is trivial that �satis�es the surjetivity ondition. If p = j and jk = n � 1 or jk = n, thenM0;[n℄(') is isomorphi to quotient of fP1 � f0; 1;1ggk�2 �� by Sk, where� denotes the multi-diagonal of points with xi = xj for some i 6= j. By theproof of Theorem 3.1.9, We an see that for any G � Sn, the map from eahomponent of M0;n(G;�) to M0;n0 is one-to-one. Therefore � satis�es thesurjetivity ondition.
Theorem 4.2.6. Let X be a marked urve of genus 0 over K with n marked pointsx1; : : : ; xn, and let � be a �nite order automorphism of X whih �xes fx1; : : : ; xngas a set. Let [�℄ denote the permutation indued by �, and let G� � Sn be the groupgenerated by the disjoint yles of [�℄. Let H� � G� be generated by any hoie ofall but one of the disjoint yles of [�℄ (H� = f id g if [�℄ is a single yle). Then� satis�es the splitting ondition in all harateristis.Proof. First observe that � satis�es the splitting ondition if and only if57



G� = h[�℄i �H�Now we prove this equality by group theory.Take a subgroup H� � G� as in the statement of the theorem. We prove theequality in the following two steps.Step 1: we show that G� is generated by H� and h[�℄i. Let g 2 G�. Then ifg 2 H�, we are done. If g is not in H�, then sine g 2 G�, there exists an integer msuh that g[�℄m 2 H�. Then there exists an element h 2 H� suh that g = h[�℄�m.Step 2: we show that H� \ h[�℄i = 1. We write [�℄ = 1 : : : k as a produt of kdisjoint yles i eah of length j, and assume that H� is generated by 1; : : : ; k�1.Then there is no non-trivial power of [�℄ lies in H� sine any non-trivial power of[�℄ has some power of k. So we are done.
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